
Intro to Fixed Stars
“Astrology is assured of recognition from psychology, without further restrictions, because 

astrology represents the summation of all the psychological knowledge of antiquity.” –C.G. Jung

By Aequitas Sidereus

paganflorida@gmail.com

8 World Axis Points

4 Royal Watcher Stars

15 Behenian Magick Stars 
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8 World Axis Points - The Wheel of the Year
When combining magick and ritual with astrology, they say that timing is everything! But what 
kind of time construct are we working with? Our Western Julian/Gregorian Christian calendar 
and 24-hour clock does a pretty good job at keeping us on schedule in mundane society. 
However, it does not align perfectly with certain celestial and even earth-based phenomena. For 
example, an “actual day” is 23 hours, 56 minutes, and 4.09 seconds in length, on average. We 
standardize it to 24 hours, but then must add in leap years to correct this error. Our Western 
calendar also does not align precisely with certain moments of great interest to astrologers, 
magicians, Witches and Pagans, and other metaphysical practitioners. 

For the eight sacred Sabbats, celebrants typically honor these days near the actual day and 
moment of the astrological Sabbat. Wouldn’t it be great to know the actual Sabbat day and 
moment? While it might involve some effort to calculate these times and arrange a group ritual 
around these precise moments (note that some covens do celebrate the Sabbat in this way) it 
can benefit our personal and household practices to know of these moments for private rituals 
and observances. These liminal moments are very special times, because one season formally 
and suddenly transitions into a brand new phase on the wheel, a moment ripe with magick, 
change, and transformation.  

The “Aries Point”
In Western tropical astrology, we have 360º degrees of the zodiac. Though there are roughly 88 
defined constellations projecting towards us the apparent celestial sphere around our geocentric 
(earth-based) vantage point in space/time, we use the 12 constellations (sidereal astrology) and 
their 12 associated signs (tropical astrology; 30º divisions of 360º) because the Sun moves 
through these particular 12 (called the ecliptic, path of the Sun). The zodiac constellations and 
the zodiac signs don’t “align” as they did 2,000 years ago, due to a phenomena called 
precession of the equinoxes. In Western astrology today, we give primacy to the signs, though 
many astrologers interpret the underlying constellation “meta-messages” via planetary, house or 
nodal conjunctions with major fixed stars. 

The first day of Spring starts with the Sun entering the sign of Aries at 0º degrees at the Vernal 
Equinox. This moment affixes the “cardinal cross” in Western astrology, allowing us to determine 
the following cross and cross-quarter holidays: 

0º Aries  ! Ostara!! Vernal equinox
0º Cancer ! Litha  ! ! Summer solstice
0º Libra ! Mabon ! Autumnal equinox
0º Capricorn !Yule  ! ! Winter solstice 

15º Taurus  ! Beltane 
15º Leo ! Lughnasad 
15º Scorpio! Samhain 
15º Aquarius! Imbolc 
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For those with planet conjunctions and house cusps within one degree of the Aries Point axis 
(aka one of the 8 Sabbat points) astrologically, this is highly significant. For those with planets, 
nodes and houses directly on these points (use a 1º orb) the following are highly indicated:

• You will be “caught up” in public events of contemporary, worldwide import, in 
correspondence with the planet/sign/house archetype indicated on your chart. 

• You will meet publicly famous people or experts associated with that planet/sign/house. 
• You have the potential to be famous (or infamous!) yourself with that planet/sign/house 

correspondence, known for this contribution to knowledge, events and/or society, should 
you activate these energies and strive toward relentless outward accomplishment. 

Popular Sabbat Dates vs. Precise Sabbats Dates
Note the differences in dates below, comparing the popularized calendrical dates for the 
Sabbats, versus the precise dates and times for Kendall, FL. These “astrologically derived” 
dates are located when the Sun enters 0º of Aries, Cancer, Libra, and Capricorn, and 15º of 
Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, and Aquarius, calculated for a particular location. 

Most group rituals are rarely scheduled around the exact days and times of the astrological 
Sabbat. Modern life and our hectic schedules make this is challenging prospect. However, in 
one’s own personal or household practices, if you know these precise moments, you can work 
with these very powerful liminal periods. 
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4 Royal Watcher Stars 

In Astrology, the Royal Stars of Persia were regarded as the guardians of the sky approximately 
3000 BCE during the time of the Ancient Persians (modern day Iran). The four dominant stars 
have an apparent magnitude of 1.5 or less. The reason why they are called "Royal" is that they 
appear to stand aside from the other stars in the sky. The four stars, Aldebaran, Regulus, 
Antares, Fomalhaut, are the brightest stars in their constellations, as well as being part of the 
twenty five brightest stars in the sky, and were considered the four guardians of the heavens. 
They marked the seasonal changes of the year and marked the equinoxes and solstices. 
Aldebaran watched the Eastern sky and was the dominant star in the Taurus constellation, 
Regulus watched the North and was the dominant star in the Leo constellation, Antares watched 
the West and was the alpha star in Scorpio, and Fomalhaut watched the Southern sky and was 
the brightest star in Piscis Austrinus (sharing the same longitude with the star Sadalmelik which 
is the predominant star in Aquarius).

ALDEBARAN 
Year 1900 ! Year 2000! Year 2015
08º Gem 23‘ 09º Gem 47‘    09º Gem 59’ 

Alpha (α) Taurus, Aldebaran, is a pale rose / 
orange star marking the right eye of the Bull 
(the star Ain, or epsilon (ε), marks the left eye). 
The name Aldebaran is Arabic (االلدددبببررااننن al-
dabarān) and translates literally as "the 
follower", presumably because this bright star 
appears to follow the Pleiades. 

Keywords: “Eloquence, high honors, integrity, 
popularity, courage, war mongering, agitation; 
danger, loss, violent death” 

In all astrology it has been thought eminently 
fortunate, portending riches and honor; and 
was one of the four Royal Stars, or Guardians 
of the Sky, of Persia, 5000 years ago. 

Aldebaran is the Greek Omma Boos, Latin Oculus Tauri, and the early English Bull's Eye. 
"Bull's-eye" is what we call "the centre of a target, which usually carries the highest score", and 
"a precise or highly effective achievement". The great "red giant", war-like Aldebaran is one of 
the four "Guardians of Heaven" - sentinels watching over other stars. It formed one of the four 
royal stars of Persia as "Watcher of the East". 
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REGULUS 
Year 1900! Year 2000! Year 2015 
28º Leo 26’    ! 29º Leo 50‘ ! 0º Vir 2’  

Regulus (α Leo, α Leonis, Alpha 
Leonis) is the brightest star (blueish 
white in color) in the constellation Leo 
and one of the brightest stars in the 
night sky, lying approximately 79 light 
years from Earth. Regulus is a multiple 
star system composed of four stars 
that are organized into two pairs. 

Keywords: “Nobility, ambition, 
alertness, great power, status, 
leadership, sudden downfall, 
accidents, violence. Said by some to 
be the most benefic star in the 
universe.” 

Regulus was so called by Polish astronomer Copernicus (1473-1543), as a diminutive of the 
earlier Rex, equivalent to the (Greek) Basiliskos (translated "Little King") of the second-century 
Greek astronomer Ptolemy. 

“It may convey royal properties, noble mind, frankness, courage. The importance of this star is 
accentuated by its nearness to the ecliptic. Its effect is in the best sense that of Jupiter and 
Mars. On the Ascendant, it will give a courageous and frank character, especially if in 
conjunction with the Sun, Moon, Jupiter or Mercury. Positioned on the MC, Regulus will raise 
the native to high positions in life, positions far exceeding the environment the native was born 
into. On the MC it is not only a good omen for a military career, but also for careers connected 
with the public, such as lawyers, civil servants, bankers and the clergy, especially if Regulus is 
also in conjunction with the Sun or Moon or with a benefic stellar body. According to tradition, 
Regulus conjunct MC will bring with it connections with rulers, honorable people or famous 
people. If the cosmogram as a whole points to this possibility, Jupiter conjunct Regulus is one of 
the best configurations for success. People like this can reach high positions, positions of trust, 
preferment and favors; fortunes. Riches and power could fall to these natives easily.”

“Elsbeth Ebertin (1928) studied historical events with the planetary configurations in each case 
and came to the following conclusion: “When Mars or Saturn are in conjunction with Regulus, 
especially exciting events are always recorded e.g. assassinations, coup d'états, revolutions, 
revolts, demonstrations, overthrow of heads of state and similar events.” 
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ANTARES 
Year 1900 ! Year 2000! Year 2015 
08º Sag 22’ ! 09º Sag 46‘ ! 09º Sag 59’ 

Alpha (α) Scorpius, Antares (“rival of 
Ares”), is a red binary star, fiery red and 
its companion emerald/blue green, near 
the center of the constellation Scorpius 
and was sometimes called "the Heart of 
the Scorpion". 

Keywords: “Spirit of adventure, obstinacy, 
injuries to eyes, honours, sudden loss, 
stubborn, suspicious, violent, several 
marriages.” 

“A Mars nature, in which the powers of Mercury and Jupiter and Saturn are also added. Antares 
makes people tough, belligerent and pugnacious. This is an important star for military personnel 
and is said to convey mental alertness, strategic ability and courage and to make dare-devils, 
especially if tied up with the MC, Ascendant, Sun or Jupiter. If associated with Mars, courage is 
said to become foolhardiness, leading to increased dangers. Natives with this particular 
configuration have to be prepared at all times for sudden incidents, unforeseen events and 
potential accidents. According to tradition, Antares is of violent character and is credited with 
being significant for a violent death, either in battle or by process of law. On the other hand, 
danger may come about by fire, weapons or machinery. Antares is also said to be unfortunate 
for the eyes, if in conjunction with the Ascendant, Moon or Sun and this has proven to be the 
case by later researchers. [Fixed Stars and Their Interpretation, Elsbeth Ebertin, 1928, p.
70-71.]” 
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FOMALHAUT  
Year 1900 ! Year 2000! Year 2015 
02º Pis 27’ ! 03º Pis 52’ ! 04º Pis 04’ 

Alpha (α) Piscis Austrinus, Fomalhaut, is a 
reddish star in the mouth of the Southern Fish, 
Piscis Austrinus (not to be confused with the 
constellation Pisces).

Fomalhaut, from the Arabic Fum al Hut, the 
Fish's Mouth, has long been the common name for this star, the English astronomer Smyth 
(1788-1865) saying that Fom Alhout Al-genubi appears, with its translation Os Piscis Meridiani, 
in a still existing manuscript almanac of 1340.

The Greek astronomer Aratus, circa 270 B.C., distinctly mentioned it as
"One large and bright by both the Pourer's (Aquarius) feet,"
which is its location in the maps of to-day, although sometimes it has marked the eye of the 
Fish, and formerly was still differently placed, as is noted at beta (β).

A reddish star in the mouth of the Southern Fish. From Fum al Hut, "the Fish's Mouth." It was 
one of the four Royal Stars of Persia in 3000 B.C., when as the Watcher of the South it marked 
the winter solstice. [Robson*, p.165.]

According to Ptolemy, it is of the nature of Venus and Mercury; and, to Alvidas, of Jupiter in 
square to Saturn from Pisces and Sagittarius. It is said to be very fortunate and powerful and yet 
to cause malevolence of sublime scope and character, and change from a material to a spiritual 
form of expression. [Robson*, p.165-166.]

It has a Mercury-Venus character with a blending of Neptune influence. According to tradition, 
this star is of quite variable effect, either very good or very bad, depending on the overall cosmic 
structure. It is assumed, however, that the helpful influence is the greater one and if in 
conjunction with Mercury, it is said to stimulate mental capabilities and promise success as a 
writer or scientist. On the Ascendant and in good aspect, tradition has it that this star will make 
for 'fame' and a name 'remembered forever'. In conjunction with Venus, there will be advantages 
in artistic pursuits. A conjunction with Jupiter or on the MC will bring favor from dignitaries of the 
church. Tied up with either Sun or Moon, the influence of Fomalhaut is said to be quite marked. 
[Fixed Stars and Their Interpretation, Elsbeth Ebertin, 1928, p.78.]
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15 Behenian Magic Stars
Fifteen stars considered especially useful for magical applications (in the mediæval astrology of 
Europe and the Arab world) are known as the Behenian Fixed Stars. The name derives from 
Arabic bahman, "root," as each was considered a source of astrological power for one or more 
planets. Each is also connected with a gemstone and plant used in rituals intended to draw the 
star's influence (e.g., into a talisman). When a planet was within six degrees of an associated 
star, this influence was thought to be particularly strong.

Agrippa explains how to use the fixed star listings to make rings or talismans, 

Now the manner of making these kinds of Rings, is this, viz. when any Star ascends fortunately, 
with the fortunate aspect, or conjunction of the Moon, we must take a stone, and Hearb that is 
under that Star, and make a Ring of the Metall that is suitable] to this Star, and in it fasten the 
stone, putting the Hearb , or root under it; not omitting the inscriptions of images, names, and 
Characters, as also the proper suffumigations, 
      – Three Books of Occult Philosophy Book I, chapter 47. 

WARNING !   POISON !   TOXIC DANGER ! 

SEVERAL OF THESE PLANTS AND SUBSTANCES ARE 
TOXIC, POISONOUS AND/OR CARCINOGENIC. 

NOT INTENDED FOR USE. PROVIDED HERE AS 
HISTORICAL / EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION ONLY. 

Hermes on the 15 Fixed Stars
Here Begins the Book of Hermes on the 15 fixed stars and 15 herbs and 15 stones and 15 

figures 

Translated and annotated by John Michael Greer from BM Bodleian MS. 52, ff. 44-47, 
as given in Appendix G of Joan Evans’ Magical Jewels of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, 

(New York, Dover 1976) 

For more info, visit: 
http://www.renaissanceastrology.com/hermesfixedstars.html 
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Star Name & 
2015 Location

Stone Herb Character Usage

Aldebaran
09º Gem 59’

Oculi Tauri

The Eye of the 
Bull

Carbuncle or 
ruby

Milky 
thistle

Milky thistle seed put under a 
carbuncle with the character 
shown [engraved on it], with 
the Moon conjunct 
[Aldebaran and] the 
Ascendant or Midheaven, 
increases riches and brings 
great honors.

The Pleiades

Alcyone
00º Gem 12’ 

Rock Crystal Fennel Fennel seed with 
frankincense and quicksilver 
placed under a crystal with 
the appropriate character 
[engraved on it], with the 
Moon conjunct the Pleiades 
rising or at midheaven, 
preserves the eyesight, 
summons demons and the 
spirits of the dead, calls the 
winds, and reveals secrets 
and things that are lost.

Caput Algol

Algol
26º Taurus 22

 

Diamond Black 
Hellebore

Hellebore juice with an equal 
amount of wormwood placed 
under a diamond, etc., brings 
hatred and courage, preserves 
the members of the body, and 
grants vengeance over 
anyone you wish.

Capella
22º Gemini 03’

 

Sapphire Horehound Horehound seed mixed with 
equal parts of mint, 
wormwood and mandrake, 
placed etc., exalts men to 
honors, and brings them the 
favor of kings and nobles, 
and heals toothache, and is 
very medicinal.
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Canis Major

The Greater Dog 
Star

Sirius
14º Cancer 17 

 

Beryl Savine 
Juniper

One part savine juniper juice 
with wormwood and bistort 
and a little serpent's tongue 
put under a golden beryl, etc., 
grants the favor of the spirits 
of the air and the peoples of 
the earth, and brings peace 
and concord between kings 
and other potentates, and 
between husbands and wives.

Canis Minor

The Lesser Dog 
Star

Procyon
25º Cancer 59’ 

 

Agate Heliotrope Heliotrope flowers with 
pennyroyal flowers placed 
etc. grants the favor of God 
and man, gives men the favor 
of the spirits of the air, gives 
great power over magic, and 
keeps men healthy.

Cor Leonis

The Heart of Leo

Regulus
00º Virgo 02’

 

Granite Celandine Celandine juice with 
wormwood and mastic placed 
etc. takes away anger and 
melancholy, makes men 
temperate, and grants favor.

Ala Corvis

The Wing of the 
Crow

Algorab
13º Libra 39’ 

Onyx Burdock Burdock seed, leaves, and 
roots, with the tongue of a 
frog, placed etc. makes men 
angry, hateful, daring, and 
evil-speaking, causes wicked 
dreams, drives demons away, 
and protects men against 
demons and evil winds.
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Spica
23º Libra 47

Emerald Sage Sage juice with trefoil, 
periwinkle, wormwood and 
mandrake placed etc. will 
increase gold, accumulate 
riches, bring victory in 
lawsuits, and free men from 
evil and anguish.

Arcturus
24º Libra 26’

Jasper Plantain Plantain juice with seeds or 
rooted placed under jasper, 
especially green [jasper], 
carries away fevers and 
restrains the flow of blood.

Alkaid
27º Virgo 08’

Tail of the Great 
Bear (or end of 
handle on the 
Big Dipper)

Magnet Chicory Chicory juice with 
wormwood and periwinkle 
flower placed etc. has power 
against enchantments and 
against dryness and gives 
safety in travel, and if it be 
put together with wolf's teeth 
it makes hunters proficient.

Alphecca
12º Scorpio 30’

Corona 
Scorpionis

Crown of the 
Scorpion

Topaz Rosemary Juice of the herb called 
rosemary with equal parts 
trefoil and ivy put etc., makes 
men chaste, and grants 
friendship and honor with 
God and man.
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Antares
9º Sag 59’

Cor Scorpionis

The Heart of 
Scorpio

Sardonyx and 
amethyst

Birthwort Birthwort juice with a little 
yew placed etc. gives men 
healthy color, grants good 
memory and intelligence, 
makes them appear wise, and 
banishes demons.

Constellation 
Lyra

Vega
15º Cap 31’ 

Chrysolite Savory Savory juice with an equal 
amount of the herb called 
fumitory and with a little of 
the stone called turonso, etc. 
grants favor with beasts, 
protects from scabies, that is, 
against demons, nocturnal 
phantoms, and fears.

Deneb Algedi
23º Aqu 45’ 

Cauda 
Capricornis

Tail of Capricorn

Chalcedony Marjoram Marjoram juice put under a 
chalcedony with its proper 
character, the Moon conjunct 
the tail of Capricorn rising, 
gives favor in lawsuits, 
improves the home in which 
it is kept, keeps it [the home] 
secure, and increases all 
manner of riches.

References: 

All stars in Longitudinal Order: 
http://www.constellationsofwords.com 

Major stars in Longitudinal Order: 
http://www.astrologycom.com/fixedstars.html

Agrippa 15 Behenian Magic Stars 
http://www.renaissanceastrology.com/hermesfixedstars.html
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Potential favorable elected date to create Pleiades Talisman (note Moon conjunct Alcyone, the 
great central star of the Pleiades cluster) at Midheaven of the chart. 

* This chart has the corrected daylight time for October 29, 2015. 
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